Genome sequencing has created unprecedented opportunities for naturalproduct discovery and new insight into the diversity and distributions of natural-product biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs). These gene collectives are highly evolved for horizontal exchange, thus providing immediate opportunities to test the effects of small molecules on fitness. The marine actinomycete genus Salinispora maintains extraordinary levels of BGC diversity and has become a useful model for studies of secondary metabolism. Most Salinispora BGCs are observed infrequently, resulting in high population-level diversity while conforming to constraints associated with maximum genome size. Comparative genomics is providing a mechanism to assess secondary metabolism in the context of evolution and evidence that some products represent ecotype-defining traits while others appear selectively neutral.
Not So Secondary Metabolism
Natural products, also called secondary or specialized metabolites, are small organic molecules produced by plants, microbes, and invertebrates. They generally confer fitness advantages and are not considered essential for growth or reproduction. Despite their increasingly unpopular 'secondary' moniker, it is clear that these compounds mediate important interactions among organisms and the environment [1] . Natural products are assembled in myriad ways from building blocks generally borrowed from primary metabolism (Box 1). The architectures of the enzymes responsible for producing many of the most commercially important natural products reveal a building-block-type assembly that provides clear opportunities for biosynthetic engineering. Efforts to exploit these systems have been described as 'Lego-ization' [2] and demonstrate a path to produce complex polyketides using de novo design and assembly of novel multimodule enzymes [3] . Bioinformatically, many natural-product biosynthetic gene clusters (see Glossary) are highly informative of the class of compounds they encode and, in some cases, the precise structures. This has facilitated the development of important computational tools such as antiSMASH [4, 5] , which can be used to predict natural-product potential from DNA sequence data [6] . While certain BGC types are well designed to accommodate genetic modifications that result in structural changes to the small molecules they encode [7] , there remain many challenges to the Lego concept [8] . Advances in our understanding of the molecular genetics of natural-product biosynthesis are driving the resurgence of this field [9] , yet it remains clear that we are far from understanding and harnessing the many diverse mechanisms microbes employ to generate natural-product diversity.
Bacterial natural products encompass a dizzying array of complex chemical structures. They were once the primary source of chemical diversity screened by the pharmaceutical industry; however, competing technologies led to the implementation of alternative discovery platforms [10] . Despite falling out of favor, natural products or their derivatives continue to account for a large percentage of drugs used in the clinic today [11] . While they have proven their worth as biologically active chemical entities, the ecological functions of most of these compounds remain unknown.
Trends
Genome sequencing is providing unprecedented opportunities to explore the diversity and distributions of natural-product biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) among bacteria.
Genomic surveys reveal extensive BGC diversity among closely related strains, suggesting a strategy to maximize the population-level secondary metabolome while minimizing the number of gene clusters carried by any one strain.
Studies of BGC evolutionary history in relation to that of the bacteria in which they reside are providing unique opportunities to explore the mechanisms by which chemical diversity is created in Nature.
Acquiring a BGC via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) provides an immediate opportunity to test the effects of the encoded small molecules on fitness.
The genes that encode the production of bacterial natural products are generally clustered into contiguous stretches of DNA [12, 13] and, at least among the actinomycetes, tend to be located in variable regions of the chromosome known as genomic islands [14, 15] . Natural-product BGCs frequently include not only the core biosynthetic and tailoring enzymes but also genes associated with the regulation of biosynthesis and resistance to the small-molecule products they encode [16, 17] . These genetic packages are highly evolved for horizontal gene transfer (HGT), as evidenced both by their clustering, frequent linkage with mobile genetic elements, and detection on plasmids [18] . BGCs resemble 'selfish operons' [19] , with exchange events being favored among closely related strains due to mechanism of DNA mismatch repair and maintenance. Less common exchanges among more disparate taxa increase the host range of a cluster, which can subsequently become host adapted over time via modifications in GC content and codon usage. Thus, BGCs can be studied in the context of mobile genetic elements, and as such considered independent evolutionary entities relative to the hosts in which they occur [20] . Once acquired, they provide immediate opportunities for a new host to test the effects of the small molecules they encode on fitness (Figure 1, Key Figure) . The frequency and extent of these exchange events remain unknown but provide a unique perspective on gene flow among organisms that undergo clonal reproduction and opportunities to assess acquired functional traits as the drivers of bacterial diversification.
Genomic Insights
The genome sequence of the model organism Streptomyces coelicolor strain A3(2) provided a remarkable revelation. Despite more than 50 years of study [21] , it contained 18 natural-product BGCs for which the products had yet to be discovered [14] . This genetic potential spawned the concept of natural-product genome mining [22, 23] , which takes a genome-first approach to natural product discovery. Genome sequencing played a key role in the revitalization of natural products research [24] , which was largely abandoned by the pharmaceutical industry, and created a rush to incorporate 'omic' sciences into discovery pipelines [25, 26] . With increasing access to genome sequence data have come opportunities to ask broader questions about secondary metabolism, such as a recent global analysis of 1154 diverse bacterial genomes [27] . This study identified over 33 000 putative BGCs, the vast majority of which are uncharacterized. This remarkable level of diversity clearly attests to the importance of natural-product biosynthesis as a defining feature of bacterial metabolism.
Genomics has taught us that bacteria harbor large numbers of orphan BGCs. These are defined as BGCs that have not been linked to the natural products they encode. While genome mining is a new technology, natural-product chemists have isolated and characterized tens of thousands of compounds, the vast majority of which have not been linked to their respective BGCs (Box 2). Thus, we do not know how many orphan clusters encode the production of new compounds versus known compounds whose biosynthetic machinery has yet to be identified. Given that the Glossary Biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC): a group of colocalized genes that encode the production of a natural product or group of related natural products. Horizontal gene transfer (HGT): a collection of processes used by many microorganisms to transfer genes horizontally. Minimum Information about a Biosynthetic Gene cluster (MIBiG): a standardized framework for the annotation of BGCs and their associated metadata.
Box 1. Natural-Product Biosynthetic Logic
Great strides have been made in our understanding of the molecular genetics of natural-product biosynthesis. A number of excellent reviews describe these advances for a variety of biosynthetic paradigms [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] . Canonical examples include type I modular polyketide synthases (PKSs). These large multifunctional enzymes act successively in an assemblyline fashion, with individual modules responsible for the addition of acyl units onto a growing polyketide chain [73] . The remarkable structural diversity observed among type I PKS-derived polyketides arises largely from the combinatorial use of these modules, the variable use of three reductive domains, and a few simple building blocks such as acetate [72] . Nonribosomal peptide synthetases function in a similar assembly-line fashion [76] , except with amino acids as the extender units. These types of linear system are relatively amenable to bioinformatic interpretation compared to iteratively acting enzymes such as type II PKSs, which can not simply be read module by module [77] . Despite major advances in this field, there seem to be exceptions to every biosynthetic rule established [78] , and new types of biochemistries are continually being discovered [79] , making it clear that we remain far from understanding the many diverse mechanisms of natural-product biosynthesis. 
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Box 2. Linking Compounds to Their Gene Clusters
It is now possible to computationally identify thousands of BGCs from sequence data. This information can be used to make predictions about the natural-product biosynthetic potential of a sample. These predictive capacities continue to improve as more BGCs become experimentally linked to the products they encode. This is generally accomplished by time-consuming genetic manipulations such as knocking out a key gene in the pathway and observing the loss of compound production [22] or heterologous expression [80] . Once experimental links are established, the detection of a similar BGC in other strains can be used to predict the production of similar compounds. The MIBiG specification [81] provides a robust community standard for annotations and metadata on biosynthetic gene clusters and their molecular products (http://mibig.secondarymetabolites.org/index.html). This useful resource facilitates standardized BGC deposition and retrieval and the development of new analytical tools. While experimental verification and de novo structure elucidation remain bottlenecks, new approaches in synthetic biology aim to speed the throughput with which the products of orphan BGCs can be identified [82] .
products encoded by many BGCs remain difficult to predict using bioinformatic approaches, BGC novelty must still be addressed on a case-by-case basis using labor-intensive and often challenging laboratory experiments to interrogate gene function. Surprisingly, we also know very little about how many BGCs are silent, that is, are not expressed when strains are cultivated in the laboratory, and about the cues that trigger expression in Nature. The temporal relationships between gene expression, translation into functional protein, and small-molecule assembly also remain poorly understood. Finally, limitations in the analytical techniques used to detect, isolate, and identify natural products likely account for some of the disparity between biosynthetic potential and the compounds discovered to date. While the jury remains out in terms of the rewards that may come from genome mining, this avenue of research nonetheless holds great promise and is driving important developments in synthetic biology [28] and in computational biology [29, 30] .
As might be expected, bacteria that are well endowed for natural-product biosynthesis tend to have large genomes and complex life cycles. These features are exemplified by the actinomycetes [31] and the myxobacteria [32] . Actinomycetes (defined here as bacteria in the Order Actinomycetales) are slow-growing, high G+C Gram-positive bacteria of which many include a spore stage in their life cycle. They are well known from soils where they produce exoenzymes that hydrolyze recalcitrant polymers such as lignocellulose and chitin [33] . Actinomycetes are also consistently isolated from marine sources, including sediments [34, 35] . In collaboration with colleagues, my laboratory has been studying secondary metabolism in the marine actinomycete genus Salinispora [36] . An accounting of two major classes of BGCs among 75 Salinispora strains revealed extensive BGC diversity, with more than 50% of the gene clusters occurring in only one or two strains [37] . While it was known that BGCs are exchanged by HGT [38] , these results led to the surprising observation that most of the BGCs detected had been acquired relatively recently in the evolutionary history of the genus. These recent acquisitions were interpreted as sampling events initiated at the strain level and presumably dictated by the availability of BGCs in the local gene pool. Following this logic, the complement of BGCs maintained by bacteria at a specific location would be influenced by the genetic diversity available for sampling. The detection of this type of biogeographic signal would require high rates of gene exchange relative to cell dispersal, two variables that remain difficult to quantify. Nonetheless, these concepts provide opportunities to address the biogeography of secondary metabolism, both in terms of the organisms that participate in this process [39] , the environments in which they reside [40] , and the effects of community composition on genome evolution.
Evolutionary Considerations
Evolution by natural selection is often considered in the context of random nucleotide change and selection. The acquisition of a BGC by HGT shares similarities with a nucleotide substitution, except that an acquisition event provides the opportunity to test the fitness effects of a small molecule encoded by a large and complex gene cluster as opposed to an amino acid change in a protein. Some acquired BGCs may not produce their intended products, that is, they may be dysfunctional in the new host, or their products may not provide a selective advantage or disadvantage, as is the case for most mutational changes in a nucleotide sequence. If the neutral theory of molecular evolution were applied to BGCs, it would suggest that most acquisition events are selectively neutral or slightly deleterious [41] , the former of which has been proposed for most genes acquired by HGT [42] . This concept has been invoked for a majority of the rare, flexible genome in Prochlorococcus populations [43] . One explanation for the observation that most Salinispora BGCs were observed in only one or two strains is that the products they encode do not provide a strong selective advantage. This is in contrast to a limited number of BGCs that have been consistently observed among globally distributed populations [44] . The 'fixation' of these BGCs provides compelling evidence for strong positive selection maintaining the functions of the encoded products, which include potent antibiotics and cytotoxins.
However, one difference between a point mutation and an acquired but selectively neutral BGC is that the latter includes the cost of carrying additional DNA. Among Salinispora spp., there is evidence that similar pathway types can replace each other at the same chromosomal location [37] thus mitigating the cost of some acquisition events. This bears similarities to previous observations of "replacement[ 5 _ T D $ D I F F ] " genomic islands, where different sets of genes occupy similar positions in otherwise clonal lineages [45] . Another distinguishing feature of the BGCs acquired by Salinispora spp. is their recruitment to genomic islands [15] where they are less likely to disrupt essential cellular functions and more likely to be available for subsequent loss events. We currently have[ 6 _ T D $ D I F F ] little to no perspective on the rates at which BGCs are gained, lost, or replaced in bacterial genomes, the ratios of functional to non-functional BGCs, and the BGCs that are maintained due to selective processes. Increased access to genome sequences from large numbers of closely related strains will help resolve these questions. As with the maintenance of random nucleotide changes among individuals, BGC acquisition events provide a mechanism to maximize population-level diversity while limiting the number of BGCs maintained within individual genomes.
Salinispora spp. average 14-18 polyketide and nonribosomal peptide BGCs per strain, while a total of 124 distinct BGCs were detected among 75 different strains with even more predicted with continued sampling [37] . This potentially vast array of molecules produced at the population level increases the likelihood of an effective, secondary-metabolite-mediated response, by at least a few individuals, to new selective pressures and thus provides an ecological rationale for the extensive BGC diversity observed among Salinispora spp. [37] . This interpretation shares parallels with the concept that potent biomolecular activity is a rare trait that requires strains to maintain large natural product inventories [46] . However in this case, the inventories are maintained within[ 7 _ T D $ D I F F ] an ecologically cohesive group, or species, as opposed to an individual genome, and the compounds may be rarely needed as opposed to rarely active. This type of plasticity would be most effective when selective pressures are ephemeral and varied, as might be expected when spores become distributed over large geographic areas. Diversifying the population-level secondary metabolome also provides an effective strategy to avoid the development of resistance, as in the application of combinatorial drug therapy, and the subsequent need to enter into a coevolutionary arms race [47, 48] . Following this logic, populations that evolve the most effective sampling strategies would gain a selective advantage. While HGT comes at a cost [20] , the extensive BGC diversity observed among Salinispora strains suggests that the benefits of testing new traits outweigh the costs of sampling from the community gene pool. This concept is clearly not limited to secondary metabolism and has been proposed as a more general mechanism for bacteria to survive and effectively exploit their environment [45] .
In addition to acquiring new traits, the acquisition of a BGC also provides the opportunity to improve upon an existing trait. If an acquisition event yields a product that does a better job at a specific function than an existing compound, that strain can outcompete other members of the population, and the associated genome can theoretically sweep through the population, purging the diversity observed outside of this more competitive individual, in a process known as periodic selection [49] . Fred Cohan at Wesleyan University has championed the selective sweep concept, and a recent time-series metagenomic study provides the first support for genome-wide selective sweeps among environmental bacteria [50] . We see evidence for selective sweeps in Salinispora arenicola, which maintains more fixed BGCs and considerably less diversity than Salinispora pacifica despite being the more deeply rooted and broadly distributed lineage [51] . There is also evidence in Vibrio spp. that sweeps can be localized to specific genes as opposed to bacterial genomes [52] , thus suggesting that different models of evolution may apply to different groups of bacteria. Alternatively, if the products of an acquired BGC introduce a new functional trait that allows the producer to expand into a new niche, the resulting populations can become ecologically distinct and free to diverge independently of the ancestral population [49] . Linking the acquisition of BGCs to diversification events supports the concept that secondary metabolites represent key ecotype-defining traits that function as drivers of bacterial diversification [15] .
How Many BGCs Are There?
At any one point in time, the biosphere holds a defined number of BGCs. We do not know this number or the rate at which new clusters are being created or lost, although it has been proposed that they are among life's most diverse and rapidly evolving genetic elements [53] . We know that mutation, recombination, gene gain, loss and duplication, and the successive merger of smaller subclusters all contribute to the evolution of BGC diversity [7, 8, 53] . Evolutionary mechanisms for the creation and maintenance of natural-product chemical diversity have also been presented [54] . While laboratories around the globe employ techniques in synthetic biology to alter existing BGCs as an approach to generate new chemical diversity [55, 56] , environmental bacteria continue to perform similar experiments in a more natural setting and at an unknown pace, guided by changing selective pressures and opportunities for genetic exchange. Bacteria have clearly been successful in these efforts, as evidenced by the extraordinary diversity of compounds discovered to date. However, the rates at which new chemical diversity is created in Nature may not be sufficient to meet the needs of traditional natural-product discovery efforts once the current inventory of compounds has been exhausted. While advances in synthetic biology may provide some relief to this problem [56] , much can also be gained from learning more about the mechanisms bacteria employ to generate new chemical diversity. Exploiting these mechanisms, and developing methods to enhance the rates at which they occur, present tantalizing opportunities to incorporate experimental evolution into natural-product discovery efforts.
While we know little about how frequently bacteria engineer the biosynthesis of new natural products, there are many examples in which changes in BGCs have been linked to changes in the small molecules they encode [53, 57] . These processes are most easily observed when comparing sets of related BGCs with the secondary metabolites they encode. The sal cluster [58] , which encodes the production of compounds in the salinosporamide series [59, 60] , provides an interesting example. The version of this BGC observed in Salinispora tropica yields salinosporamide A and related compounds, while the version observed in S. pacifica yields salinosporamide K [61] , which lacks the chloroethyl side chain. It could be inferred that the ancestral pathway was acquired prior to the S. tropica-S. pacific diversification event and subsequently evolved independently in these two lineages [62] . Salinosporamide A is an extremely potent inhibitor of 20S proteasome function and has been observed in all S. tropica strains studied to date, suggesting that the production of this compound is under strong positive selection and fundamentally important to this species. The S. pacifica version of the sal BGC is missing the genes required for the biosynthesis of the chloroethyl side chain in salinosporamide A and yields a product that is considerably less active [61] . Correspondingly, the S. pacifica version of the sal BGC is sporadically distributed
this species, suggesting relatively weak selection for its maintenance. These observations provide a rare glimpse into the evolution of structural diversity and how biological activity may drive the distribution of individual BGCs. The ecological functions of these compounds remain to be determined.
Public Goods, Social Cheaters, and Spore Formers
Once secreted, microbial natural products become public goods and as such can provide benefit to individuals other than the direct producer. These types of cooperative behavior are challenging to interpret from an evolutionary perspective as they create opportunities for social cheating, where nonproducers benefit from compounds without paying the cost of production [63] . Natural-product social cheating has been observed among bacteria that produce quorumsensing compounds [64] and iron-chelating siderophores [65] . One evolutionary theory used to explain natural products as public goods despite the potential for cheating is kin selection [66] , where traits are favored because of their beneficial effects on the fitness of relatives. Kin selection requires a high degree of genetic relatedness and has been suggested to work best when there is limited dispersal, thus increasing the chances that neighbors will be close relatives [63] . Kin selection is facilitated by kin discrimination [67] , which, in the case of natural products, would include compounds whose functions benefit only closely related strains. This could be realized by a siderophore that can be taken up only by close relatives or an antibiotic to which only close relatives are resistant. This later concept could help account for the observation that environmental bacteria are organized into socially cohesive units in which antagonism occurs between, rather than within, ecologically defined populations [68] . There is evidence that genes associated with natural-product biosynthesis are under diversifying selection [69] , which may facilitate kin discrimination by leading to the production of diverse and highly specific compounds. This may help explain why some bacteria maintain so many BGCs and why many BGCs yield suites of related compounds.
In the case of spore-forming actinomycetes, a local population arising from an individual spore will have high levels of genetic relatedness, thus facilitating cooperative behaviors such the production of public goods. However, it becomes difficult to reconcile the development of social cheating in the context of spore-forming bacteria without understanding spore distributions and the spatiotemporal dynamics of mycelium development following germination interactions among diverse populations. Without these interactions, it would be difficult for cheater populations to be maintained through cycles of spore production, dispersal, and growth.
There is some evidence for social cheating among Salinispora strains. This was observed in the tlm pathway, which encodes the production of a rare class of thiotetronic acid antibiotics [70] . These compounds inhibit bacterial fatty-acid synthesis, and the associated BGC was discovered using a target-directed genome-mining approach in which candidate resistance genes were identified within orphan BGCs as an a priori method to predict the molecular targets of the small molecules they encode. The tlm BGC contained what appeared to be a duplicated copy of a gene involved in fatty-acid synthesis (fabB/H), suggesting that it may be associated with resistance. The product of the BGC was subsequently identified as thiolactomycin and the resistance-conferring ability of the fabB/H paralog confirmed [70] . While the tlm BGC was only observed in 4 of 86 Salinispora strains, all of these originated from independent marine sediment samples collected from Fiji. In addition to these four strains, two additional strains, also isolated from Fiji, maintained the resistance gene but had key biosynthetic genes missing from the BGC (Figure 2 ). These two strains are not capable of producing thiolactomycin yet they maintain the genetic basis for resistance, making them strong candidates for social cheaters. An exhaustive, bioinformatic analysis of natural-product social cheating remains to be performed on the available Salinispora genome sequences.
Concluding Remarks
Omic sciences are driving natural-products research in exciting new directions. Genome sequence data, coupled with an improved understanding of the molecular genetics of natural-product biosynthesis, and online tools to facilitate computational analyses, are providing unprecedented opportunities to explore the diversity and distributions of natural-product biosynthetic gene clusters in Nature. While most of the BGCs observed in bacterial genome sequences are orphan, it remains unclear how many of these will yield new compounds (see Outstanding Questions). Synthetic biology has taken center stage in terms of discovering the products of orphan BGCs; however, we remain surprisingly unaware of the natural cues that trigger expression in the native hosts. A better understanding of the regulatory cues and ecological functions of natural products will certainly facilitate future discovery efforts. By sequencing large numbers of closely related strains, it has become clear that certain groups of bacteria maintain extensive population-level BGC diversity and that most of this diversity is rarely observed among strains. This observation suggests that most BGCs are not under strong positive selection and that maintaining an expansive and dynamic secondary metabolome maximizes opportunities for population-level responses to episodic environmental pressures. While much remains to be learned about the mechanisms by which chemical diversity is created, natural-product BGCs provide opportunities to explore secondary metabolism as it relates to the ecology and evolution of bacteria in addition to exploiting their products for useful purposes. Can experimental evolution be used to exploit the intrinsic capacities of bacteria to create new chemical diversity?
Are natural products functional traits that define bacterial ecotypes?
Can natural-product BGC acquisition events drive speciation?
